When we announced our computer graphics image contest, we had certain people in mind. People who combine technical skill with the desire to push frontiers a little farther. People who believe that computer graphics can bridge the physical world and the human imagination.

We received hundreds of entries. Nine now hang in Boston's Computer Museum. And though not everyone could win, we think each image is a testament to the power of computer graphics as a creative tool.

At Raster Technologies, we make a full range of high performance, intelligent color graphics systems designed for easy application development.

Reader Service Number 1

Our Model One/380 3-D display system can locally create images of unparalleled realism, to let you work more efficiently and productively in applications like simulation, research, mechanical CAE, and geophysical analysis.

To see how far you can take a project when your tools are equal to the challenge, give us a call.

Raster Technologies
The benchmark of computer graphics.

Raster Technologies, Incorporated
Two Robbins Road/Westford, Massachusetts 01886
Tel. (617) 692-7900 1-800-4RASTER (outside MA)
TWX 710-347-0202

Image Credits (l-r): Wilton Burrows, Marcus McDevitt, Cramton/Curt Productions, Inc., Andrew Pearce/Milan Nowack